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1. Issues in Special-Purpose VLSI Designs 

A walk-through of major steps in the design of a special-purpose 
chip, illustr~ted by a conc~ete example. 

Identification of important issues in special-purpose design, 
such as morlular design, concurrency and communication, balancing 
computation with liD, RtC. 

Principle of systolic architectures. 

2. Systolic Architectures for VLSI Design 

Examples of "good" chip architectures for convolution~ 
filtering, matrix arithmetic, sorting, and several other important 
computations in signal and image processing, as well as in data 
processing. 

Some general guirlelines for deriving good algorithms and 
architectures fo~ chip implementations. Useful building blocks for 
the construction of special-purpose systems. 

3. VLSI Complexity Theory 

Models for VLSI computation. Area-time tradeoffs; Rayout 
complexity and area-efficient layout and packaging schemes. 
liD complexity and impacts of pin bandwidth limitation on designs. 
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'1. Lectu re 1: Issues in SpCCiEd-Pu rpO;3(~ '.fLSI Dw::.igns 

This kclllre reviews impurlallt issue:-, in lhe design of spcci~t1-pllrpose VL~;I chips in 

[jcm.:ral. The a(lIlal prcscnt~ltiun "",ill include u walk-through of nwjur steps in a concrete 

design . 

' j .1 . Unde rstnncling the; Application 

The fi rst slep ill the e!evl;lopment of' a special-purpose VLSI system is to delinc the task. 

Ideally we hope to identify ~()Ille system bottleneck to which a rebtivcty inexpensive VLSI 

suluLion c~n illlpruve the overall system in a subst:lntial way·. A typical area that could 

bellelit from VI51 solutions is composed of those low level, compute-intensive, operations 

which me repetitive and well-understood. For ex~mple, in sigr18l processing such an 

operati()n coule! be the illner rroduct operation, 

2:
11 
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The speed and accuracy of a signal processor is often dominated by the calculation of this 

operalion (sl.:e, e.g., [27]). Thus it is worthwhile to build special-purpose chips for 

perf'onning the inner product operation. lndeed, several commercially available cbips have 

been built I()l" this purpose, and found to be extremely cost-effective. Examples include the 

TRW multiplier-accumulator chips [25] and the NEC signal processor chip [23]. Other 

important opcr:. ltions that ~rc l'requcntly performed in signal and image processing include 

the r':"FT (lnd convolution computations. Again, special-purpose chips such as the AMI 32-

point FFT chip have proven to b~ useful. Choosing a proper task to be implemented in 

chips is most fundamental to the Sllccess of the special-purpose approach; it requires a 

good understanding of computational needs in a given application area. 

1.2. Simple and Regular Design 

Of genuine concern is the cost effectiveness of the special-purpose approach. 'Dle cost of 

a special-purpose system must be low enough to justify its limited applicability. For VLSI 

chips the dominant costs are typically on design and testing. If a design can truly · be 

decomposed into few types of simple modules which are used repetitively with simple 

interfaces, then great savings in design and testing costs can be achieved [22]. In addition, 



the resulting 1l10dllLlriLy makes the design ((lsily ~idjllstabk L() variolls design goals. Thus it 

is impl)!l~ll\llhat YLSI designs be simple anci regular. 

1.3. Concu rrency and Communication 

VLSI components b:lscd on low power technologies such as MOS arc likely not much 

faster than their 'TTL counter parts of 10 years ago (sec, c.g., [24]). Generally speaking, the 

power or VLSI comes from its potential of providing a large number of simultaneollsly 

executable processi ng clements, rather than nlst components. Thus the perlbnnance of a 

VLSI chip is closely tied to the degree of concurrency in the underlying :11gorithm. When a 

large number of processing elements work simultaneollsly, their co-ordination and 

communication becomes non-trivial. l11e communication problem is especially significant 

for VLSI where ro~l(ing costs dominate the area and power required to implement a circuit 

in silicon. The issue here is to design algorithms that support high degrees of concurrency, 

and in the mean time employ only simple and regular communications and controls so that 

their chip implementations would be easy and efficient. 

1.4. Balancing Computation with 1/0 

When a special-purpose device is attached to a host from which it gets input data and to 

which it output results, I/O costs play an imp0l1ant role in the overall system performance. 

The ultimate performance goal of a special-purpose system is (and should be no more than) 

that of achieving a computation rate that balances the available I/O bandwidth with the 

host. 

The pin bandwidth limitation is' a significant constraint on the development of high

perfOlmance VLSI chips. The bottleneck can be greatly resolved if multiple computations 

are performed per I/O access. However the repetitive use of a data item requires it to be 

stored inside the chip for a sufficient length of time. Thus the I/O cost is related not only 

to the available pin bandwidth, but also to the available memory internal to the chip. 

Tradeoff,) between the memory size and the I/O bandwidth requirements must be carefully 

studied [11]. 
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When a CDmplIt,ILion task is brger tl1:111 \\Iwt a single chip Clll handle, some multi-chip 

conJiglimtions will be adopted. In this C~iSC, chips communicate not only with the host but 

{lIsa among th":lllSelves. How to partition a task among multip\c chips to preserve clean 

functional p~lrtitioning, and to 8chicve a balance between compulation and inter-chip 

communication presents another challenge to a chip designer. 

2. Lecture 2: Systolic Archih~ctures for VLSI Design 

The previolls lecture indicated a number of architectural challenges cor:ccrniilg the 

design of special-purpose VLSf systems. Intended as a ~lolution to these challenges, this 

lecture introduces the concept of systolic architectures. In the actual presentation 

illustrations and examples of systolic architectures will follow after the basic principle of a 

systolic architecture is described. 

A systolic system consists of a set of interconnected cells, each capable of performing 

some simple operation. Because simple and regular communication and control structures 

have substantial advantages over complicated ones in design and implementation, cells in a 

systolic system are typically interconnected in a regular nnd modular way to form a systolic 

array or a systolic free. Infonnation in a systolic system flows (maybe in multiple directions 

and multiple speeds) betwecn cells in a pipelined fashion resembling a factory assembly 

line, and communication with the outside world occurs only at the "boundary cells" of the 

system. For example, for a systolic array, only those cells on the array boundaries may be 

the I/O POlts for the system. 

Computational tasks can be conceptually classificd into two families -- compute-bound 

computations and I/O-bound computations. If in a computation the total number of 

operations is larger than the total number of input clements, then the computation is 

compute-bound, otherwise it is lIO-bound. For example, the ordinary matrix-matrix 

multiplication algorithm represents a compute-bound task, since every entry in a matrix 

will be multiplied by all entries in some row or column of the other matrix. Adding two 

matrices, on the other hand, is TlO-bound, since the total number of adds is not larger than 
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the total nlIrllber of cl1uics in the t'Xu matrices. It should bi; clear lhat any atlel1lp to speed 

up (111 I/O-buund C()II1pLltatiun lTll:sl rely un ~Iil inLTea::;e in memory bandwidth. iYkmory 

balldwidLh can be increased by the use uf either fast componcnts (which could be 

cxrcnsi\'C) or iJlterlc~l\'ecl mcmorici (vihiclJ c(Hile! create complicated memOlY management 

problellls). Speedinr, lIr an (IlI1lPIILC-buund computation, however, may often be 

accomplished in a relat ivcly simple and inexpensive manner, that is, by the , systulic 

aprroach. The btlsic princirlc Uf":1 systolic architecture, a systolic array in p~lrticular, can be 

best illustrated using hgllre 2-1. f3y rcpbcing a single PE (processing element) with an 

array of PEs or cells in the terminology of these notes, a higher computation throughput 

can be achieved IlitiIolil increasing memory bandwidth. The function of the memory in the 

figure is analogous to that uf the heart; it "pulses" data instead of blood through the array 

01' cells. The crux of this architecture is to make sure that once a data item is brought out 

from t he memory it em be used effectively at each cell it passes, as it marches along the 

array. We shall see that this is possible for a wide class of compute-bOllIld computations; 

the fllncl~\t1lental reason is that in compute-bound problems multiple operations are 

performed rer memory access, so they are potentially capable of supporting the principle 

of the systulic approcach, i.e., making multiple uses of each input data item. 

Being able to usc of each input data item a Dumber of times (and thus achieving high 

computation throughputs with only a modest memory bandwidth) is just one of many 

advantages of the systolic approach. Other advantages include modular expandability, 

simple and regular data control flows, lise of simple cells, elimination of broadcasting, and 

fast response time (possibly). These advantages have been demonstrated in various systolic 

designs listed in the following. 

\) Signal and Image Processing: 

o FIR, II R Filtering [12, 13] 

o I-D, 2-D Convolution and Correlation [17,18,19] 

o Discrete Fourier Transform [12; 13] 
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Instead of: 

r--- MEMORY ~ I' 

100 ns 

)ALU 

we have: 

MEMORY II' 
I' 

100 ns 

~ --;; ALU ALU ALU ALU ALU ALU I---

~~--------- -------~/ -v-
THE SYSTOLIC ARRAY 

Figure 2-1: Principle of a systolic system. 

o r ntcrpolation 

01-0, 2-D Median Filtering [6] 

o Filer Designs [9] 

o Geometric Warp\l1g [17] 

• Matrix Arithmetic 

o Matrix-Vector Multiplication [16] 

o Matrix-Matrix Multiplication (16J 

o LU-Decomposition (Matrix Inversion) [16, 9] 

5 MFLOPS 
at mostl 

3OMFLOPS 
possiblel 

o QR-Decomposition (Eigenvalue, Least Square Computations) [3,9] 

o Solution of triangular Linear Systems [16] 
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e Non-Numerical /\pplicatiolls 

o Sorting [20, 26] 

o Searching [2, 26] 

o Transitive Closure [10] 

o Priority Queue [20] 

o Minimum Spanning Trees [1] 

o Dynamic Programming [10] 

o Relational Database Operations [15] 

• Language Recognizer 

o String Pattern Matching [7] 

o Recognizer for Regular Languages [8] 

There are always many possible systolic designs for a given problem. For example, there 

are at least over half a dozen systolic designs for the convolution problem [14], and the 

same is true for matrix multiplication. It is also possible to have systolic arrays for which 

inside each cell there is a "cell meJilOry" containing the complete set of weights. In fact, the 

systolic processor being built at ESL Inc. uses such a structure. Once one systolic design is 

obtained for a problem, it is likely that a set of other systolic designs can be derived 

similarly. The challenge is to understand precisely the strength an9 drawback of each 

design, so that an appropriate design can be chosen to fit a given environment For 

example", for the convolution problem when there are more weights than available cells, it 

would be useful to know that a scheme where partial results stay would in general require 

less I/O than one where partial results move, since the latter scheme needs partial results to 

be output from and input to the systolic array mUltiple times. 
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3. Lecture 3: VLSI Complexiiy Theory 

In this lecture we will disCI IS'> some lhcurdical issLies in VLSI compulation. Topics to be 

covered include wode1s of VLSI computations [4,21,5,28], area-time traclcolTs [4,28], 

1<I)'out complexity [20] and 1/0 complexity [11, 26]. 
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Discussion 

P.J. Brown Is it as easv and clean to replicate cells as you 
suggest? 

H.T. Kung Yes it is - it even works with off-the-shelf chips. You 
~~n use the components to build boards, and then use as many boards 
~~ ~ecessary to build the system. The only broadcast signal is the 
clock, which doesn't need to be broadcast in many applications where 
there are no global communications. 

P.J. Brown This is only true if the circuits are self-timed. Doesn't 
this make them more complex? 

H.T. Kung Not if you only have one cell. 

D.J. Rees Your concept of a machine is one that is general purpose, 
with special-purpose functions. Wouldn't it be better to refine 
special purpose machines? 

H.T. Kung A complicated question to answer. It is often possible to 
design one basic machine that will perform several tasks. If it can 
be riesigned cheaply you can afford onlv limited use. 

J. Katzenelson If you process a lot of data won't you need a 
different bus structure? 

Y.T. Kung Yes, we are currently looking at this problem. 

J. Katzenelson If one day you want to increase the size of the 
matrix you are using the bus will become a problem. 

H.T. Kung With a two dimensional design you will need increased 
bandwidth. You can however design a one dimensional system that can 
be extended indefinitely. 
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